Doggie Language
starring Boogie the Boston Terrier

Alert
Suspicious
Anxious
Threatened
Angry

"Peace!"
Look away/head turn

"Peace!"
Yawn

"Peace!"
Nose lick

"Peace!"
Sniff ground

"Peace!"
Turn & walk away

"Need Space"
Whale eye

"Stalking"
Scratching

"Stressed"
Soft ears, blinky eyes

"Stressed"
Shake off

"Stressed"
Round puppy face

"Stressed"
Belly-rub pose

"Respect!"
Offer his back

"Respect!"
Curved body

"Respect!"
Friendly

"Pretty Please"
Friendly

"Pretty Please"
I'm your lovebug

"Hello I love you!"
Greeting stretch

"I'm Friendly!"
Play bow

"I'm Friendly!"
Prey bow

"You Will Feed Me"

"Curious"
Head tilt

"Happy"
(or hot)

"Overjoyed"
Wiggly

"Mmmm...."

"I Love You, Don't Stop"
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